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**Research Highlights**

Conflict caused by payment issues are common in construction industry. A lengthy payment process issue is a common phenomenon especially in public work projects, which commonly opt for conventional contracts. Delay in payment process have caused many contractors not being able to receive payment within the stipulated time. In turn, it may affect the contractor’s cash flow and eventually ended up causing delays in project completion. The effect of technological advances has brought significant changes to the construction industry, which is year after year becoming increasingly complex. Therefore, in the era of technology and digital, there are many management systems which have been established and introduced amongst construction players for the convenience of managing and administering construction projects. The introduction of Building Information Modelling (BIM) is to establish a centralised information system, which improves the collaboration, communication and integration between interdisciplines in construction industry. The development of digital technology of Intelligent Contracts will bring great potential as an automate support system in BIM management process. These combinations create possible solutions towards payment conflicts in the construction project, through integration of BIM and Intelligent Contracts that may help to reduce the unnecessary procedure and interference that prolong the payment process. The analysis revealed that the adoption of BIM and Intelligent Contracts attributes in payment process under conventional procurement could improve the efficiency and reduce the time by eliminating unnecessary procedure and third parties interference along the process.

**Research Objectives**

The main purpose of this study is to discuss the process in the conventional contractual procedure in relation to the causes of delay in progress payment. Therefore, the specific objective of this study is to explore what are the effects of integrating BIM and Intelligent Contracts attributes in conventional payment process.

The significance of the study is to highlight and understand on the attribution of BIM and Intelligent Contracts in order to improve the effectiveness of payment process under the conventional projects. In addition, this study may provide new knowledge towards meaningful collaboration through BIM implementation and exploitation of automated contract system.

**Materials and Methods**

There is an immediate urgency to understand the need having efficient Intelligent Contract in the Malaysian construction industry in order to facilitate BIM implementation in the future. This is a descriptive study and the methodology used is essentially on review of the literature in relation to payment processes in conventional contract, BIM management system and attributes of Intelligent Contracts.

The data collection for literatures were taken from various sources to get a complete information and understanding for the main purpose of this research. Most of the reference materials are obtained from books, conference proceedings publications, journal articles, internet sources, dissertations, and other associated published study provided information on issues associated with Conventional Contracts; Progress Payment Claims; BIM implementation; and Intelligent Contracts globally and specifically in Malaysian construction industry.
RESULTS
In due course, BIM is a usable technology for construction projects that has benefited the Malaysian construction industry (1). BIM might be a solution to technological developments (2), (3) and by incorporating Intelligent Contracts; it will bring the ability to deliver a conventional projects more efficient without any unnecessary procedural and multilayers intervention (4). With an adequate standard forms of contract which is handled digitally and intelligently, a number of common issues can be reduced such as inadequate delegation of rights and responsibility, multi layers interference (5), which ended up with communication gap which led to redundancy along the process, which eventually would otherwise dampen down the progress of the project (6). In the long run, the integration between BIM and Intelligent Contracts may produce an efficient, transparent and flawless contracts management system (4),(5).

FINDINGS
The propensity of adopting BIM and Intelligent Contracts is expected to facilitate the conventional contract administration, especially in addressing the issue of delays in progress payment. The integration between BIM and Intelligent Contracts is believed would strongly support on how a project being organised, managed and controlled. Ultimately, the awareness of the construction players with these combinations is important to ensure the success of the project.
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